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THESIS STATEMENT
The industrial agricultural system is rapidly changing the American landscape and thus the ecological processes on
which man relies for a stable environment and food security. A new infrastructure typology must be designed into current
agricultural practices to address the needs of pollination within the industrial agricultural system. Architecture can be used to
maintain and facilitate a mutually beneﬁcial ecological system that increases the efficiency of the American landscape, as well
as addressing the needs of a future in which those processes become entirely altered.

ABSTRACT
The results of man-made systems have moved the pendulum towards a new era of man’s dominance over earth’s
ecological, geological, and geographical balance. The history of the industrial agricultural system in particular has left remnants
of control on the American landscape, to the detriment of natural resources and our own symbiosis with the environment. The
technology that has allowed the system to ﬂourish now prevents us from its future. Ensuring the sustainability of food security
must address the current problems of the system itself. Considering architecture’s role as an extension of man’s control frames
this problem as one that can be alleviated through design, providing solutions for our extreme and fatalistic future.
As we move into an age of resource scarcity and pre-apocalyptic advancements in technology, Central Valley, California
operates as a landscape affected by this overexploitation of capitalism. Monocultures of almond orchards have led to aquifer
depletion, colony collapse disorder, and crop extinction. Anthropocenic Landscapes aims to stave off catastrophe through the
co-establishment of resource management, agribusiness, research stations, and agro-tourism through a series of ancillary
productive towers in the landscape; a new infrastructure is formed to allow the industrial agricultural complex to sustain itself
past the point at which resources become almost non-existent.
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“Anyone who cares about the health of the planet, for now and for generations
to come, needs to answer this wake-up call …We need good, clean food, and so
do our pollinators. If bees do not have enough to eat, we won’t have enough to
eat. Dying bees scream a message to us that they cannot survive in our current
agricultural and urban environments…”
-Marla Spivak, entomologist, MacArthur Fellow
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INTRODUCTION
One out of every three bites of food is directly or indirectly dependent on pollination
provided by honeybees, whose role in agriculture amounts to more than $14 billion in the US alone,
and nearly $90 billion globally1. This type of large scale agriculture cannot rely solely on feral bees,
which is why commercial beekeepers move millions of bees at a time cross country to pollinate
the nation’s food. Pollinating only California’s 420,000 acres of almond trees, which rely entirely
on bees, takes almost 1 million colonies2. Bees have been dying in large numbers in recent years,
putting into perspective our unsustainable agricultural system. If the worst predictions are correct,
the honeybee could be dead extinct-century. How do we prepare for this gap in the agricultural
system - how do will replicate the processes honeybees perform through infrastructure or design?
And is it even possible to hope for a best case scenario, or is it too late?

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - drawing depicting the juxtaposition of
the logic of natural formations and processes
and the efficiency of the Jeffersonian grid.
Source: James Corner, “Taking Measures Across
the American Landscape”.

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE
Recent decades have put an emphasis on ecological thinking in design. Focuses in
sustainability and resilience have led to restructuring of our cities and plans for future growth,
manifesting in projects like Bjarke Ingel’s Dryline in New York City or Waggoner and Ball’s water
plan for southeastern Louisiana. Scientiﬁc study of ecology has changed from a concern on stability
and order in favor of a more modern understanding of environment as a system of adaptability,
ﬂexibility, and dynamism. The way we structure the environments around us is shifting to one more
in tune with natural ecosystems. Environmental systems rely on change - for example, even the
oldest growth forests rely on occasional forest ﬁres to aid in dispersing plant seeds and facilitate
new growth. While humans often think of themselves as controllers of nature, we are a part of it
and rely on it as much, and more, than any other species.
The American gridwork seen when one travels over “ﬂyover states” is the brainchild
of Thomas Jefferson, designed as a system to apportion Western territories as America began
its westward expansion. To this day, the grid he laid out structures a substantial portion of the
American landscape, from urban street grids to agricultural plotting ﬁelds to suburban land
ownership and development. We know, however, that the true American landscape is a complex
system of geological formations and waterways, creating the framework for both urban and natural
environments3. What results is an interesting relationship in which natural processes and human
efficiency both affect the landscape. This is perhaps most easily seen in agricultural environments,
in which, despite the lack of urbanity and the presence of natural growth, the landscape is completely
affected. Through the grid we can see the degree of human impact on the American wilderness.
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MONOCULTURES
Perhaps the most systematic culprit of colony collapse disorder is monocultural
agriculture, which refers to the practice of producing a single crop in a large plot of land at one
time. The inverse, polyculture, refers to growing multiple crops in the same space. Monocropping,
an extension in which the same species is grown year after year, can lead to quicker exposure to
pests and diseases. Corn, cotton, soybeans, almonds, and other crops are regularly grown in large
monocultures. This style of farming increases efficiency of planting and harvesting, and plants
will maximize growth when there are no other species to compete with in the immediate area.
However, if conditions change in the local environment, these plants are at a greater risk, as they
are chosen for their ability to grow in the localized area. Genetic diversity, however, can sustain
within ﬂuctuating environments, adding a greater stability to production and reducing the odds
of massive crop failures. Monocultural farming, though efficient in the short term, is unsustainable. Beyond the issues of soil health and climate change adaptations, crop reproduction depends
heavily on pollination provided by bees, as well as other species such as butterﬂies and birds.
Bees typically only ﬂy within two miles of their hives, so large scale monocultural farming makes
it very difficult for bees to obtain the nutrients they need to thrive, thus making them weaker and
more susceptible to disease and other stressors. The symbiotic relationship between pollinators
and crop production is being threatened - neither can thrive without the other.

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - US Map highlighting agricultural areas
in yellow.
diagram by author
Underlay from Google Earth
Fig 2 - US Map highlighting areas in which bee
populations are declining, almost a one-to-one
relationship.
Underlay from University of Vermont

OTHER CAUSES
Another culprit of colony collapse disorder is pesticide use, particularly the use of
neonicotinoids, a controversial chemical used in mass across the country. Though not thought to
be lethal, many environmentalists and biologists believe the neonics interfere with bees’ navigation skills, causing them to become lost from the hive and die off. The varroa mite have also
threatened bee populations since the 1970s when they spread from Asia to the entire globe. Cold
winters and droughts brought on by climate change also affect bee habitats. However, all these
factors involve interventions at a legislative scale, not an architectural one. Still they must be
accounted for in the larger goal of addressing agricultural problems and the future of food.

PERMACULTURE
So if monocultural farming is destroying agricultural productivity, the natural solution is
permaculture. Australian ecologists David Holmgren and Bill Mollison created the concept in 1978
as a systematic method of agriculture, deﬁned as “the philosophy of working with and not against
nature, after a long and thoughtful observation”4 or “those consciously designed
10
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landscapes which simulate or mimic the patterns and relationships observed in natural ecosystems”
Holmgren sets apart twelve principles of design for permacultural systems, which can be adapted
to ﬁt the needs of an architectural solution to the agricultural problem, thus ensuring the survival
of man.5
1. OBSERVE AND INTERACT - This refers to interacting with and understanding the
elements of the system in which one is working before acting on it. Only by engaging and reﬂecting
can one respond to the needs of the system, taking into consideration pre-existing conditions and
unique circumstances.
2. CATCH AND STORE ENERGY - The duo refer to active solutions, not simply the
passive sustainabilty that should be inherent to every design project. How is a project manifested
using only available resources, or even less? Energy use and footprint needs to be addressed.
3. OBTAIN A YIELD - This principle dictates that designed systems should ensure both
immediate and long term sustainability and productivity.
4. APPLY SELF-REGULATION AND ACCEPT FEEDBACK - This refers to the
longevity of a solution. Negative feedback often takes time to emerge, and one must accept that
consequences may reveal themselves that were not intended. It asks how we can mitigate the
issues of an unpredictable and unfavorable future.
5. USE AND VALUE RENEWABLE RESOURCES & SERVICES - This simply
refers to the use of renewable resources and building materials, minimizing ecological footprints
in system design.
6. PRODUCE NO WASTE - It is easy to be wasteful during periods of abundance, but waste
and excess must be considered in a world where resources are scarcely available. This refers to
considering efficiency in the design, in both material and design consideration.
7. DESIGN DETAILS FROM PATTERNS - In a natural setting, this refers to patterns in
nature, which can inform the design of the overall project as well as the details. Nature is a beautiful
and efficient engineer.
8. INTEGRATE RATHER THAN SEGREGATE - Elements of a design are stronger
if they work together. Processes can complement and facilitate each other. There is a cohesive
whole rather than many separate parts. This can refer to programmatic elements as well as design
elements.
9. USE SMALL AND SLOW SOLUTIONS - Small, slow systems are easier to maintain,
reducing the resources and power needed to preserve it. A good building requires minimal attention.
10. USE AND VALUE DIVERSITY - “Diversity reduces vulnerability to a variety of threats
and taks advantage of the unique nature of the environment in which it resides.” - David Holmgren.
11. USE EDGES AND VALUE THE MARGINAL - This can refer to both spatial and
theoretical implications of a project. Looking to boundaries and edges of what is conceived often
brings about useful solutions.
12. CREATIVELY USE AND RESPOND TO CHANGE - We must anticipate not
only the needs of current society, but the needs of the future. We must see things not as they are,
but as they will be, understanding that the future is the result of a variety of factors, not a simple
projection.6
12
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Fig 1 -Diagram contrasting farming typologies
based on region: European, based on logic and
topography, Asian, based on topography itself,
and North American, based on logic and order.
Diagram by author.
Fig 2 - Agricultural typology in which edges are
used strategically as wild spaces, potentially
offering wildlife habitat.
Image Source:
Fig 3 - Mono-cultural farming has wrecked
havoc on the American landscape.
Diagram shows typical honeybee ﬂight distance
vs range of crops from which they can acquire
nutrients.
Diagram by author.
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HAND POLLINATION IN SICHUAN COUNTY, CHINA
Hanyuan County is known as the world’s pear capital. However, pesticide use in the 1980s
occurred with such frequency that the wild bee population virtually disappeared in a matter of
years. Now, workers hand-pollinate the fruit trees, transferring pollen via a specialized brush made
of chicken feathers, working for hours to accomplish what bees do for free. This is preceded by
collecting and drying pollen for use. This style of pollination is replicated in other parts of Sichuan
Province, namely with apples in Maoxian County. With apples, as well as other fruits, there is a
narrow window of blossoming during which pollination has to occur. If these ﬁve days are missed,
crop yields will plummet7. With most young people moving to the cities, reﬂecting China’s rapid
urbanization, a decreasing and aging population is responsible for this process. A person can only
pollinate roughly 12-15 apple trees a day. Rising labor costs and declining fruit yields are calling
into question the sustainability of hand pollination in the county, and it is unforeseeable to scale
this practice to industrial farms in North America.
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Fig. 1 Two men hand pollinate pear trees in
Sichuan Province, China
Source: Kevin Frayer
Fig. 2 Dried pollen used in the manual pollination process in China.
Source: Kevin Frayer
Fig. 3 A young woman pollinates using a
special brush made of chicken feathers.
Source: Kevin Frayer
Fig. 4 Diagram showing the design process of
the RoboBees using micro-robotic pollination.
Source: BigThink.com

ROBOBEES
Robert Wood Johnson and researchers from Harvard University are developing an artiﬁcial
pollination method using miniature ﬂying drones, which they are calling “RoboBees”, a biomimetic
but industrial potential solution to colony collapse. Creating these tiny proxy bees is difficult - they
require a set of engines, sensors, battery, and wireless communication, a highly complex system of
parts with distinct functions that requires complicated coding. This technology is rapidly enhancing,
however, and developments have been made that conserve the Robobee’s energy and allows it to
land via static electricity. Researchers believe it will take ten to ﬁfteen more years before a realistic
solution is realized. Even so, questions of economics are of issue - could farmers afford these
miniature robots or would they succumb to crop failure? The US National Science Foundation has
allocated $10 million to the project as of 2014.8 Contrary to hand pollination, this solution does not
need manpower, but intelligence, yet it still needs constant maintenance to function properly., and
derives a solution from industry rather than nature.

Citations
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KEYSTONE SPECIES AND CONSERVATION
The term “keystone species” was ﬁrst introduced by Robert T. Paine in 1969 and can
be deﬁned as any species that whose “presences is crucial in maintaining the organization and
diversity of their ecological communities”, whose removal from their ecosystem would result in
the extinction of a wide variety of other organisms. It is suggested that preservation of keystone
species is necessary to stabilize and sustain ecosystem structure and maximize the preservation of
biodiversity.9
An interesting and relevant case study in keystone species conservation is the
reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming. Wolves were once a prevalent
species in Wyoming before the introduction of white settlers. Loss of habitat due to agriculture
and extermination programs led to their population decline in the 20th century, and by 1973, the
Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf was listed as an endangered species by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service. Between 1995 and 1997, wild wolves were relocated from Canada to Yellowstone, and
populations began to slowly rebound. This kind of interaction is referred to as a trophic cascade, in
which interventions at one trophic level, or level in the food chain/web, affect other trophic levels
to a high degree.
Only forty one wolves were introduced to the area, but a rapid transformation occurred.
During the wolves’ absence, deer populations skyrocketed, and overgrazing led to a decline of
shrubs and trees, leading to a decline in other grass feeding animals that use these plants as habitat
and food source. When the wolves were reintroduced, deer populations declined, and the deer that
were left avoided valleys and gorges where they could be easily hunted. Plants sprouted rapidly,
providing habitats for birds, squirrels, and other small animals that led to increased populations
in foxes, badgers, and other predators. Wolves also killed coyotes, allowing antelope and fox
populations to thrive. Beaver populations grew as they had building materials for dams, which
created marshy habitats for otters, ﬁsh, and muskrats to thrive. More-so, the reintroduction of
plant species stabilized the soil as roots took form, ﬁghting erosion and allowing rivers to maintain
their course. With a simple reintroduction of forty one wolves, the entire ecosystem and physical
geography of Yellowstone National Park was returned to its former glory.10 The entire evolutionary
history of this park is predicated on complex interactions between different species based on
resources and food webs that have evolved together. A removal of one piece can be catastrophic to
the whole system.
Wolves, much like bees, have vanished from their natural habitats due to human
interventions on the landscape. What would have to be done to stabilize the ecosystem in
Yellowstone had the wolves gone extinct everywhere, or if populations could not be rebounded to
a sustainable level? Could architectural interventions help alleviate some of this burden? Nothing
man-made can every replace nature, but can it at least be manipulated to replicate its processes?
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Fig. 1 Wolves preying on elk, with scavengers
nearby to prey on remains.
Source: National Parks Service, Jim Peaco
Fig. 2 Wolves relation to their ecosystem in
Yellowstone National Park, solid lines showing
direct relationship, dashed showing indirect.
Diagram by author
Fig. 3 Bees relation to their agricultural
environments, as affected by agricultural landscapes. Destruction of bee habitats affects the
consumer directly, as well as other industries
such as textile production and wineries.
Diagram by author
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BIOMIMICRY
Biomimicry is the imitation of nature’s complex systems, processes, and structures to
solve mankind’s problems. However, can biomimicry be used to create a sustainable and resilient
system that is inherently biological in nature? If honeybees go extinct or even reach a critically
low population, is there a way we can use their design and behavior to continue the processes of
pollination?
Peter Niewiarowski of the University of Akron’s Biomimicry Research and Innovation
Center, “The way biological systems solve problems is pretty different from the way engineered
systems solve problems. Human design solutions are crude and additive. They rely on using more
materials or energy to accelerate reactions - both costly expenditures. Natural processes rely
on unique geometry and material properties.” Says Sigrid Adriaenssens, engineering professor
focusing on biomimicry at Princeton, nature is “lazy but intelligent”, always developing the easiest
way to facilitate a process. Biological processes offer a precedent in hyper-efficiency, responsible
consumption, and site-speciﬁcity. Yet, like architecture, the successes of these biological processes
are the results of millions of years of failed prototypes. How can we combine the human designer’s
cognizance of these biological processes with nature's’ inherent desire to design itself? Biology
does not worry about aesthetic choices, yet like engineering, searches for the most economical and
efficient way to provide form and process, with beauty as a byproduct. How can biology not just be
mimicked, but used? “If you trap biomimicry in design or engineering as though any one ﬁeld owns
it,” says Niewiarowski, “you poison its potential”11 .
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Fig 1 - Various crops and their level of
dependence on pollination provided by bees.
Some crops can somewhat pollinate by wind
and other methods, explaining the differences.
Diagram by author.
Fig 2 - Produce selection without pollination
provided by bees.
Image Source: Whole Foods
Fig 3 - Screen shot from Black Mirror, Season
3, Episode 6, “Hated in the Nation” in which
robotic drones replace bees. It offers a bleak
look into the future in which all bee colonies
have collapsed, prompting the necessity of new
technology.
Source: Vox.com
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BIOMIMICRY & BIOUTILIZATION AS SOLUTION
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Fig. 1 Open pores of the Breathing Skin project.
Fig. 2 Closed pores.

Living systems are complex networks whose properties are derived from the relationships
between its individual members - the whole is more and different than the sum of its parts.
Buildings, though often themselves a complex assembly of parts - structure, enclosure, circulation.
- are static, non-living systems. Can the line be blurred and buildings become a part of a local or
global ecology, through the use of its building systems, skin, or structure? Study of these systems
has led to a branch of design called “biomimicry” - but it is simply that: mimicry. Often the principles
and structures of science and biology are borrowed rather superﬁcially, suggesting that architects
do not comprehend living systems and ecologies, or are not fully taking advantage of their processes
and functions.12
Charles Jencks, in his 1995 book “The Architecture of the Jumping Universe” set up
a framework for the six types of contemporary architecture that most embody the architecturescience relationship.
“ 1. ORGANI-TECH - architects continuing an obsession with technology and structural expression
while at the same time taking into account environmental aspects. (Ken Yeang, Renzo Piano, Richard
Rogers, Nicholas Grimshaw)
2. COMPUTER BLOBS - 'blob grammars' and abstruse theories based on computer analogies cyberspace, hybrid space, digital hyper-surface. (Greg Lynn)
3. ENIGMATIC SIGNIFIER – searching for inventive and emergent metaphors that will amaze and
delight but are not speciﬁc to any ideology. (Frank Gehry - The Bilbao museum, Rem Koolhas, Coop
Himmelblau)
4. DATASCAPE - constructing datascapes based on different assumptions and then allowing the
computer to model various results around each one. These are then turned into designs which create
new forms of bottom-up organization not possible to realize before the advent of fast computation.
(MVRDV)
5. LANDFORMS – The basic metaphor of the earth as a constantly shifting ground rather than the
terra ﬁrma we assume. Matter comes alive in this architecture at a gigantic scale. (Peter Eisenman,
FOA's Yokohama Port Terminal)” 13
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Fig. 3 Entire facade of the structure.
Source: www.breathingskins.com
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Nikos Salingaros, a mathematician and architectural theorist, validates the typologies
that Jencks sets up, but asserts that the ideas he puts forth only represent abstract physical
manifestations of misunderstandings of the processes of nature. “It turns out that there is a basic
confusion in contemporary architectural discourse between processes and ﬁnal appearances.
Scientists study how complex forms arise from processes that are guided by fractal growth, emergence, adaptation, and self-organization. All of these act for a reason. Jencks and the deconstructivist architects, on the other hand, see only the end result of such processes and impose those
images onto buildings” (Saligaros, 2004: 45)
Biomimicry has already informed architecture’s formal representation, but the next step
is how to integrate and utilize ecological processes in architecture. In a typically static object such
as a building, the difficulty lies in integrating the ongoing ﬂuctuation inherent to living systems.
Batel Dinur presents three qualiﬁcations of living systems that must be considered should architecture embody a more honest interpretation of biomimicry.
1. FLUCTUATION - Living systems, contrary to buildings, are constantly changing to respond to
internal and external conditions to remain a sustainable equilibrium. To simply endure is not enough,
it must be able to adapt. Rosney argues that this principle can be applied to sociological order as
well as ecological order, calling into question how the built environment, a direct embodiment of
sociological systems, can adapt and change as ecological systems do. Through this, they become
better attuned to change and become more complex systems. Adaptation equals survival; adaptation
equals evolution; adaptation equals complexity. Complexity breeds stability and so on. How can this
symbiosis between stability and adaptation be integrating into architectural design?
2. STRATIFICATION -Living systems are structured hierarchically. Living systems hierarchies are
organized naturally, and each level has its own internal organization. If one examines the beehive,
one can see the internal organization of this system dictates its efficiency and behavior. The queen
bee is the sole reproductive member of the hive, laying about 1,500 eggs per day, only leaving
the hive to mate. The queen becomes so from being laid in cells designated by the hive for raising
future queens and given more royal jelly than the worker and drone larvae, allowing them to grow
larger and develop sexually. Male drones’ only role in life is to mate with the queen, are incapable
of feeding themselves, and lack stingers. Female worker bees perform all the work in the hive
- foraging for food, protecting the queen, guarding the hive, building and capping honeycomb,
and nursing larvae, and each bee has a role. This hierarchy maintains the homeostasis within
the hive, maintaining both stability and complexity, and bee populations have evolved in order to
maintain this stable social order. (citation needed) In the built form, we can begin to question how a
building’s design can emerge from the hierarchical systems and layers it embodies. How can order
be derived rather than imposed?
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Fig 1 - A humorous comic depicts our perception of wild and controlled.
Source: The Fence, Daniel Quinn
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“Everywhere Modern success is killing the planet - yet no
society wants to give it up.”
-Charles Jencks
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3. INTERDEPENDENCE -A systems’s ability to adapt and regulate itself is highly dependent on its
interdependence of parts, and the parts to the whole. Salingaros explains “when components are
joined together to form a complex system, properties emerge that cannot be explained except by
reference to the functioning whole. Actually the connectivity drives the system: in order to create
the whole, the connections grow and proliferate, using the components as anchoring nodes for a
coherent network” (Salingaros, 2004: 48) Dinur ﬁnishes, “A building which will be able to change
constantly in relation to natural and cultural processes that interact with it will be a building that
is constantly created and re-created not by a single designer but by endless amount of forces and
users that come into contact with it” 14.
Jencks proposes that rather than a continuous, steady evolution as we have learned from
Darwinism, the history of the universe has grown through a series of abrupt leaps brought on by
catastrophes and surprisingly complex reorganizations, similar to the logic of phase transitions.
This is of course in addition to constant gradual change. Often ecology is nonlinear. Jenck’s makes
the following analogy while deﬁning the complex organization of cities Jane Jacobs writes about
in her proliﬁc Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961): “Rather, she insists, a city is 'a
problem of organized complexity' - the organization of many different functions, some small,
some large - like those with which the life sciences deal. And this is her point: a city is fundamentally a living organism with complex interlinkages and holistic behaviour. To mention a concept
we will ﬁnd again and again: like a beehive or ant colony, it is a superorganism with nonlinear,
emergent properties.”
The cosmic way we think about nature can even be seen in our religions: God as we
know him is often referred to as an architect, creating the formal qualities of everything from a
seed to a galaxy, and the complex processes that manifest them. Jencks writes, “The Modernist
view of life ultimately led to the killing ﬁelds of mechanized warfare and, on a trivial but fashionable level, the moronic phrases of Andy Warhol: 'I want to be a machine . . . machines have
fewer problems'...And from Le Corbusier to Norman Foster it is a mere half-step, the two-step,
the same mechanical ballet, the same deterministic world view with the same materialism, even
if it is a spiritual materialism devoutly worshiped and detailed” (Jencks 31-32) Jencks also notes
that while Western society is attempting to mitigate the issues of modernism, the global south is
still struggling to attain the goal of Western modernization, meaning the current ecological crisis
will remain in existence for the foreseeable future as it takes a backseat to the economic goals of
these nations.15
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Fig 1 - Wenche E. Dramstad, James D. Olson
and Richard T.T. Forman, Movement diagrams:
Patches, Edges, Corridors, Mosaics, from
Landscape Ecology Principles in Landscape
Architecture and Land-Use Planning, 1996.
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APIARY TYPOLOGIES
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Fig 1 - 4 - Apiary typologies as depicted in
various beekeeping manuals.

Beekeeping as a practice has been around for millennia. Lorenzo Lorraine Langstroth
patented the movable frame hive, called the Langstroth Hive, in 1852, playing a pivotal role in
American beekeeping. Langstroth discovered what would later be called “bee space”, a 3/8 inch
gap in between comb spaces large enough for bees to pass through but not large enough for them
to ﬁll the space with comb.16 This allowed beekeepers to remove individual frames, maintaining the

Fig 1 Source: Henry Taylor’s Beekeeper’s
Manual

health of the hive and remove honey and wax easily without harm to the bees. It is also interesting
to note that between wild and domesticated bees, the honeycomb pattern they produce is always
within .05mm.17
Below, a photo depicts the process of bearding, in which bees cluster at the entrance
to the hive, moving their wings in unison in order to circulate air through the hive to maintain
constant temperature.

Fig 4 Source: Edward Bevan’s The Honey Bee,
its Natural History, Physiology and Management,

Fig 2 - Faulkner’s Bee House Patent18
Fig 3 - Apiary and garden in Florida.
Source: A.I. Root’s ABC of Bee Culture

Fig 5-6 showing Vernon Bee House in Madison,
Indiana. Note alighting boards in Fig 6, where
bees land before entering the hive.
Fig 7 - Bee bearding. Photo by author.

Citations
16 - Spivak, Marla
17 - Lengel
18 - http://pdfpiw.uspto.gov/.piw?Docid=74065&idkey=NONE&homeurl=http%3A%
252F%252Fpatft.uspto.gov%252F
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CURRENT AGRICULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Industrial agriculture in North America feeds more people at a lower cost than any historical system of agriculture, at the expense of nutrition and environmental sustainability. Margins
for food production are very slim, so the threat of pollinator extinction puts food security at risk in
developed countries, not to mention its effect on the global south. Considering the radical thinking
necessary to ﬁx all the problems of current agricultural practices, this thesis will also investigate
how to ﬁt a new program into already established agricultural infrastructure, so perhaps it can
be a link in the reorganization of the food system rather than a be-all-end-all solution. The scale
of industrial agriculture is both fascinating and alarming, considering the sheer amount of space
required to produce the food to feed the nation’s consumers.
Many practices are used intentionally and accidentally to ease the burden monocultures
already. Hedge rows are planted or grow naturally between ﬁelds, offering wildﬂowers that operate
as some semblance of wildlife habitat, however small. Riparian zones are areas around natural,
undeveloped land such a rivers and lakes in which a transition back to nature is established between organic and imposed ecosystems; wildlife often thrives in these areas. Agricultural building
typologies such as silos, barns, energy infrastructure, and greenhouses offer inspiration for form
and function of a new typology.

CONCLUSION
It is clear that an overhaul of the agricultural system is necessary in order to be truly
sustainable. However, architecture can help bridge the gap in the meantime, providing a framework
for sustainable solutions to combat monocultures and meet the needs of pollination and other
agricultural problems. The death of America’s bee colonies is a wake up call to the entire agricultural
industry - a canary in the coal mine, offering a very real and very grim glimpse into the future of
the environment and ecology. Measures must be taken to both mitigate the damage and prepare for
the worst case scenario, and an architecture that takes into account both present and future needs
is paramount to ease the problem. We must look to nature herself for solutions, understanding
how the climate and individual ecosystems regulate themselves. To do otherwise would be
counterproductive to our collective mission to achieve symbiosis with our earth. Addressing these
needs is only a sliver of mitigating the damage of our parasitic relationship with the environment,
but it is at least a start.
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Fig 1 - Robert Gerard Pietrusko, Mass Flow.
Fig 2 - Randi Lynn Beach, Tractors, San
Joaquin, California.
The two images show contrasting stories - one
a complex array of topography, climate, and
interrelated systems, the other a barren system
dictated by efficiency and yield at any cost.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
TED. (2013, June 1). Marla Spivak: Why Bees Are Disappearing [Video ﬁle]. Retrieved from https://www.ted.com/talks/marla_spivak_why_bees_are_disappearing/transcript?language=en#t-145281
Marla Spivak, entomologist, MacArthur Fellow, and beekeeper discusses the multifaceted reasons why bees are
vanishing at such an alarming rate. She discusses the change in farming practices post-WWII, including the use of
monocultures, the and the systematic elimination of ﬂowering plants and natural fertilizers such as alfalfa and clover,
which were prime sources of nutrients for honeybees. She also discusses the use of neonicotinoids, which are largely
agreed to be the type of pesticide most responsible for mass bee death. Spivak also notes some solutions which may
include using bees to pollinate urban farms in food deserts, as well as planting ﬂowering hedgerows as a mi
cro-strategy to improve large monocultural farming.
TED. (2013, June 1). Noah Wilson Rich: Every City Needs Healthy Honey Bees [Video ﬁle]. Retrieved from https://www.ted.com/
talks/noah_wilson_rich_every_city_needs_healthy_honey_bees#t-508489
Noah Wilson Rich discusses several reasons bee colonies are on the decline, including overwinter survival rates and
the varroa mite, as well as the reasons that urban hives are thriving at a level rural hives are not, which include the
variety of pollen within a smaller area and the lack of pesticide use in urban environments. Rich argues that given our
coevolution with bees must adapt to accommodate the current environmental crisis. He also mentions the economic
beneﬁt of urban beekeeping.
Jacobsen, R. (2008). Fruitless fall : The collapse of the honey bee and the coming agricultural crisis(1st U.S. ed.). New York:
Bloomsbury.
Jacobsen’s essays trace the honeybee population decline in 2007 and 2008, identifying causes for Colony Collapse
Disorder. Jacobsen also explains the connection between pollination and industrial agriculture, predicting a sharp
decrease in food production in the event of honeybee extinction.
Benjamin, A., & McCallum, Brian. (2009). A world without bees (1st Pegasus Books cloth ed.). New York: Pegasus Books :
Distributed by W.W. Norton.
Benjamin and McCallum describe in more detail the economics of food production and how the need for cheap food
has contributed to colony collapse. They mention that honeybee extinction is currently projected for 2035 in a worst
case scenario, costing the United States $75 billion. Both Benjamin and McCallum are beekeepers themselves.
Halter, R. (2009). The incomparable honeybee & the economics of pollination. Victoria ; Custer, WA: Rocky Mountain Books.
Like previous sources, Halter discusses the multifaceted reasons for CCD. More so, Halter discusses the economics
of bees, not only in terms of food production, but in pollinating cotton for textile production and other plants for
medicine, highlighting the fact that honeybees have a larger social and economic beneﬁt than simply agriculture.
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CONTINUED
Jencks, C. (1995). The architecture of the jumping universe. London, Academy editions.
Jencks lays out principles of biomimicry and biologically-inspired design, noting the differences and relationship
between industry and ecology, noting that we are moving into a new era of architecture in which the world humans
occupy has a more direct symbiosis with the surrounding environment
Dinur, Batel. “1Interweaving Architecture and Ecology–A Theoretical Perspective Or: What can architecture learn from
ecological systems?.”
Dinur offers a compelling complement to Jencks’ theories, presenting the ﬂuctuation, stratiﬁcation, and
interdependence that deﬁne living systems, which must be taken into account in the built realm. Dinur compares and
contrasts views of modernism and contemporary architecture with that of ecology, positing that architects currently
do not fully understand biological systems enough to incorporate their eccentricities into design as anything more
than formal qualities, arguing that they should rather consider environmental processes and systems.
Holmgren, David. Permaculture: Principles and Pathways beyond Sustainability. Hepburn, Victoria: Holmgren Design Services,
2002. Print.
Holmgren describes the twelve principles of permacultural design that are necessary to constructing an entirely
sustainable project. The principles address the needs of environmental systems to regulate themselves and use
resources efficiently. Permaculture, while an agricultural system, is more of an ecological thought that regulates the
way people can relate to nature through the built environment.
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SIMPLE LOGIC CREATING COMPLEX FORM

BIOMATERIAL SCIENCE
NERI OXMAN

BIOLOGICALLY CREATED OR INSPIRED SPACES

ADVOCACY
S. GAYLE STEVENS, DISAPPEARANCE

AGRICULTURAL VOID SPACES
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PRECEDENT SERIES
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Fig 1 - OMA, La Dynamique et L’Echelle du
Temps, du Parterre a la Foret, Parc de la
Villette, Paris, France, 1983/1985. Trees
of different scales and with different needs
complement each other by providing shade and
soil stabilization.
Image Source: OMA
Fig 2 - Michael Hargreaves’ Candlestick Point
Park, San Francisco. One edge of the park
is highly structured; a plane of maintained
grass extends into the wild bay. Adjacent is an
unkempt rocky shore; the wild bay inﬁltrates
the order of the park.
Image Source: Michael Hargreaves &
Associates

Fig 1

Fig 2
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Fig 1 - Seed bank in harsh landscape.
Image Source: CropTrust.org
Fig 2 - Entrance to seed bank vault.
Image Source: CropTrust.org

Fig11
Fig

GLOBAL SEED VAULT

|

MULTIPLE GROUPS

|

SVALBARD, NORWAY

|

2008

The purpose of the vault is to store backups of seed samples from gene banks around
the world. Many nations have their own vaults to serve as protection against catastrophe, but
many are susceptible to environmental conditions, limits on funding, or other political factors.
The seed bank serves as a prime location to guarantee the survival of hundreds of thousands of
crop species; Svalbard is accessible year round through scheduled ﬂights, but is remote enough
to protect against the threat of war, sea level rise, and overheating. Permafrost provides a natural
freezer and a failsafe should the mechanical systems fail, keeping the seeds below at the desired
temperature for at least two weeks.
The Seed Vault is important in relation to this thesis for its implications in agricultural
security and biodiversity. It recognizes the effect man has had on nature and the need for a line of
defense in the case of man-made or environmental catastrophe.

Citations
https://www.croptrust.org/what-we-do/svalbard-global-seed-vault/
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Fig 1 - Cricket Shelter at Brooklyn Navy Yards
Image Source: Terreform
Fig 2 - Sectional strategy.
Image Source: Terreform
Fig 3 - Cricket mating pods.
Image Source: Terreform

Fig 1

CRICKET SHELTER

Citations
http://www.terreform.org/projects_cricket.
html

|

TERREFORM

|

BROOKLYN NAVY YARDS

|

2016

This project by Terreform seems humorous and impractical at ﬁrst but is based
in much bleaker outlooks for the future of the planet’s food crisis. Given the land intensive farming
practices we have adopted at an unsustainable rate, we must ﬁnd a solution that is economically and
environmentally viable. Raising cattle pigs and chicken for protein requires an immense amount of
fresh water and crops, while insect harvesting takes three hundred times less water per gram of
protein. Terreform proposes a modular cricket farm that doubles as an emergency shelter for places
in need. In an inefficient agricultural system, this program proposes a radical, yet streamlined
source of protein in the midst of the global food crisis. The structure is comprised of CNC milled
plywood sections with off-the-shelf plastic containers for inﬁll. The modularity allows the structure
to respond to local climatic conditions. Where this project succeeds is how it integrates the crucial
need for both food and shelter into the current technological landscape. Given global income and
hunger inequality, locations more prone to disaster from war or climate are the most in need
of a renewable, cheap, and reliable food source. However, it does not answer the question of
how these structures might be deployed in areas of the most need, as most people in ﬁrst world
countries would have the economic and social capital to take advantage of what is left of the current
agricultural systems.

Fig 2

Fig 3
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Fig 1 - Aluminum and thread frame upon
which the silk pavilion is imposed.
Source: Mediated Matter
Fig 2 - Silk Pavilion without structural
supports.
Source: Mediated Matter
Fig 3 - Silkworms in action during pavilion
construction.
Source: Mediated Matter

Fig 1

SILK PAVILION |

NERI OXMAN

|

MIT MEDIA LAB

|

2013

Neri Oxman, Israeli architect of the MIT Media Lab, describes her work as “anti-modern”.
Oxman focuses on form and nature above all else, and is possibly at the forefront of design as it
relates to both biology and technology. She does not stop at simply biomimicry, instead pushing the
realm of biologically inspired design to one that is biologically generated.
Oxman offers the concepts of growth over assembly and of differentiation over repetition.
The effects of industrialization and the efficiency of the assembly line have forced designers into
thinking of structures as an assembly of parts, each with distinct functions. Oxman uses skin as
an example - the same material, through transitory adaptations to its immediate environment,
such as pore size and thickness, can act as ﬁltration on the face and barrier on the back. Bone
transitions from solid to spongy tissue. Trees transition from root to trunk to branches and leaves.
The same logic can be applied to design thinking - a building’s skin is typically both enclosure,
insulation, transparency, and ventilation, yet most often is comprised of mono-functional parts.
Oxman’s thinking can allow us to break out of this mold and design with material ecology in mind
that not only mimics nature, but is a part of it. As humans we are often unaware that we are part of
nature, and our structures can and should reﬂect that. The search for beauty in these honest forms
will hopefully translate into hyper-efficient creations that exhibit nature in her truest and most
organized form. More than anything, Oxman offers an alternative to the current state of biomimicry,
in which established materials such as steel and concrete are used to replicate the form of nature,
but not the function.
The Silk Pavilion is based on the relationship between digital and biological fabrication
on the scale of a small structure. Aluminum frames were constructed to hold in place silk threads
laid by a CNC machine, inspired by the silkworm’s ability to spin a three dimensional cocoon out of a
single silk thread that reaches 1km and responds to both tension and compression. Utilizing 6,500
silkworms as biological 3D printers, gaps were ﬁlled in between the CNC laid ﬁbers. The silkworms
were found to migrate to darker and denser areas, responding to conditions of light and heat. Upon
removal of the aluminum frames, the structure relies entirely on tension and the structural integrity
of the silkworm’s web.
38

Fig 4 - Placement of silkworms by designers.
Source: Mediated Matter
Fig 5 - Diagram illustrating that simple and
logical framework plus complex but logical
biology amounts to something greater than the
sum of its parts.
Diagram by author.
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Fig 1 - Sterile environment of the synthetic
apiary
Fig 2 - Beekeepers tend to the hives in the apiary. Note that the hives are kept in Langstroth
boxes.

Fig 1

SYNTHETIC APIARY

|

NERI O XMAN

|

MIT MEDIA LAB

|

2016

The Synthetic Apiary is a study in creating a controlled space in which seasonal
honeybees can thrive throughout the year by simulating an eternal spring. Light, temperature, and
humidity are carefully engineered to provide the right climactic conditions, and bees are provided
with synthetic pollen and sugar water. The project promotes cohabitation between humans and
honeybees in an artiﬁcially created environment. Adult honeybees born in this hive function
normally and retain all their characteristic behaviors. Mediated Matter describes this project’s
long term goal as “integrating biology into a new kind of architectural environment, and thereby
the city, for the beneﬁt of humans and eusocial organisms.”
Bees, like other eusocial species such as silkworms, ants, and wasps, present collective
behavior, or swarming, prioritizing survival of the species over individual survival. A sick
honeybee will sacriﬁce herself and not return to the hive to prevent risk of spreading disease.
These insects also construct relatively large scale structures - anthills, wasps nests, beehives and represent the best of industrial nature. The project uses synthetic pollen as a food source for
the resident honeybees in an effort to create an entirely synthetic environment; however it is easy
to see how this typology can be combined with a greenhouse or natural elements.
Citations
http://matter.media.mit.edu/environments/
details/synthetic-apiary
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Figure descriptions

BIQ BUILDING

Citations
http://www.iba-hamburg.de/en/themes-projects/the-building-exhibition-within-the-building-exhibition/smart-material-houses/biq/
projekt/biq.html

|

IBA

|

HAMBURG, GERMANY

|

2012

The BIQ building in Hamburg, Germany, is the world’s ﬁrst building to have a facade
that reacts to its environment biologically. The building has a living skin, cultivating micro-algae
between glass panels that are used to produce energy, control light, and provide shade. In this way,
the BIQ house harnesses a process that occurs naturally and integrates it into the building systems,
both in terms of energy production and sun shading. This is perhaps the ﬁrst building that takes
advantage of this modern energy and environmental technology in an architectural manifestation.
The algae are continuously fed liquid nutrients and carbon dioxide, the only things besides sunlight
needed in this biochemical process, through a water circuit in the facade. They ﬂourish until they
reach a point at which they can be harvested. They are then transferred as a thick pulp to the technical
room in the building, and are fermented at an external biogas plant; potentially, with enough algae
panels this building can provide energy for entire city blocks, not just itself. Algae produces up to
ﬁve times as much biomass per hectare as soil-grown plants and can produce energy from the oils
they produce. Given the versatility of biofuel, gas produced by the algae can be used for heating in
the winter months or to fuel the food industry in the summer when growth is optimal.
The building is a layering of typologies, creating a symbiotic canvas for both housing
and energy production. Inside, the plan of units facilitates customization, with two units having
no distinct “rooms”, with different functions of the apartment being able to be rearranged and
customized. The building itself attempts to address how we live in the future on the interior, and
how we produce energy and integrate it with our lives on the exterior.
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Fig 1 - Food park from above. Plots of land are
carefully sized both to avoid large monocultures
and to increase human interaction across
spaces. Buildings house controlled growing
environments as well as processing centers and
restaurants.
Image Source: http://www.agrofoodpark.dk/
Fig 2 - Food park within the urban fabric.
Image Source: http://www.agrofoodpark.dk/

Fig 1

AGRO-PARK

|

MCDONOUGH + PARTNERS

|

AARHUS, DENMARK

|

2009

The Agro-Park is an agricultural park that opened in 2009 that is attempting to
revolutionize the way Danes relate to agriculture and food production. “Embracing Agro-Urban
Ecosystem Design, the AFP treats urban and agricultural development together as a uniﬁed,
productive and restorative ecosystem,” said William McDonough + Partners. “By integrating the
carbon cycle and other ecological processes into large scale urban systems and their surroundings
– buildings and energy ﬂows, water cycles and wastewater treatment, land use and food
production – the AFP creates economic value within the urban and agricultural infrastructure.”
The Food Park takes into account the way people relate to food, creating a program that is linked
to both production and consumption. McDonough elaborates, “By linking food production to urban
life, we have tried to create an environment where people, knowledge and ideas meet. The dream
is to create the framework for agriculture’s answer to Silicon Valley.”

Citations
http://www.agrofoodpark.dk/
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Fig 1 - Building over time, as materials and
program demand/offer potential for space.
Image Source: http://chartcorb.free.fr/
london1.html
Fig 2 - Digram showing concept of material
production moving from existing to future
spaces.
Diagram by author.
Fig 3 - Close-up of “scaffolding building style.
Image Source: http://chartcorb.free.fr/
london1.html

Fig 1

ORGANIC SKYSCRAPER

|

CHARTIER - CORBASSON

|

LONDON, UK |

2014

This residential skyscraper proposal is inspired both by vegetative growth and
bamboo scaffolding used in construction in Asia. However, this proposal turns the construction
method into the design, as the scaffolding is used to build upon itself, allowing for construction
components to add to the building over time. This framework also supports systems of
generators that supply building power, and is used in standard off the shelve sizes to increase
construction efficiency, relying, intend or not, on some of the principles of perma-cultural design.
The building is outﬁtted with recycling plants to produce usable building components such
as window and wall panels out of recycled paper and plastic waste. The building grows as its
demand increases and materials become available, allowing the building’s occupants to have a
hand in it’s continued manifestation.

Fig 2
Citations
http://chartcorb.free.fr/london1.html
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CASE STUDIES
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“Nature is a grand material engineer.”
-Neri Oxman, designer and architect
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This conceptual project by Lateral Office hinges on the anticipated need for arctic
research stations in Nunavut and the Northwest Territories in northern Canada in the face of
global climate change, as well as the threatened populations of caribou and its role as a keystone
species in the arctic ecosystem. Increased human activity and climate change have affected
caribou populations in the arctic for years, similar to how honeybee populations have declined
because of both natural and man-made stressors worldwide. If caribou disappear entirely, the
entire ecosystem of the arctic is threatened by this disruption in the food web.
Lateral Office proposes a new research station typology that is strategically located
along the Peary caribou’s migratory routes. The stations themselves create a micro-climate, as the
building’s mass deﬂects winds and ice, while ice-clearing pivot rake systems manage snowfall in
small areas. This clears access for lichen and other short-growth plants for caribou consumption.
Combining the form of the building and its infrastructure with the needs of the local ecology
kills two birds with one stone, allowing these research stations to offer a larger and immediate
ecological role in their environment.
The project’s successes lie in how it attempts to address a large scale ecological crisis
with simple interventions and easily replicated modiﬁcations to building design. It seamlessly
integrates human activity into a landscape while offering something in return to the surrounding
ecosystem - creating a method of cohabitation between wild animals and humans.

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - Diagrams showing the clearance of
summer, fall, winter, and spring gantries. The
windward side is cleared in both the fall and
spring migrations to allow snow banks to form
and further protect the lichen growing in the
area.
Diagram by author
Fig 2 - Caribou Pivot Station during migratory
season.
Source: Lateral Office
Fig 3 - Regional plan for placement of
structures in relationship to caribou migratory
patterns.
Source: Lateral Office
Fig 4 - Building form and design as it relates to
the micro-climates it creates.
Source: Lateral Office
Fig 5 - This diagram couples the snowbank
formation with statistics about the average
temperature, rainfall in cm, snowfall in cm,
and snow depth, to emphasize the importance
of clearing these spaces for caribou foraging.
The smallest foraging area can feed up to 50
caribou per year and the largest up to 125.
Diagram by author.

Citations/Sources
http://lateraloffice.com/ﬁlter/Work/CARIBOU-PIVOT-STATIONS-2010
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This project envisions the future of London should bees become extinct. Westminster
Architecture student Ben Kirk proposes a series of conceptual towers to take over the ecological
role bees play in pollination. Kirk’s project focuses on a localized area, Kew Gardens in Victoria
Park in Hackney, London, yet has implications that can be replicate almost anywhere.
City-wide recycling centers would suck up unused pollen spores and project them out of
a funnel-like tower, ﬂoating with the assistance of latex balloons, essential synthetic bees. Relying
on passive wind movement to reach their destination, the structure can pollinate all ﬂowering
plants in Kew Gardens. The structure itself acts as a wind harvester and open-air workshop to
educate users about the role of pollination in ecology. Kirk’s proposal also includes pollination
devices for private gardens that rely on passive wind movement and incidental contact with
ﬂowers’ anthea and stamen, available in a ﬂat-packed off-the-shelf design.
Kirk’s project does not address the agricultural implications of pollination, instead
focusing on the biodiversity of residential and institutional gardens in London. Additionally, the
use of latex, which is made from rubber trees and degrades at the same rate as an oak leaf, can
return to the environment. An important characteristic of this project is its speciﬁcity to London
on an urban scale. Kew Gardens is west south-west of London center, so southwesterly winds will
carry pollen from the tower to the main city and in proximity. Per diagram 1, the proposal includes
several pollination centers at varying scales to complement the main one in Kew Gardens.
Locations of the other towers are determined by investigating wind patterns and determining the
range of need.
The building’s form is derived from its need to operate as naturally as possible - a wind
funnel that catches prevailing winds and breezes and increases their speed, thrusting pollen high
into the air, is used as the main sculptural and deﬁning element. The rest of the project, which
includes the pollen processing, is what appears to be an ordinary industrial building, and perhaps
could have been executed with more elegance. However in total the project seems to mitigate the
natural versus the industrial quite successfully.
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Fig 1 - Garden pollination devices
Image by Ben Kirk
Fig 2 - Designer testing out artiﬁcial
pollinators.
Image by Ben Kirk
Fig 3 - Closeup of artiﬁcial pollinator
Image by Ben Kirk
Fig 4 - Tower placement coupled with wind
rose of metropolitan London.
Diagram by author.
Fig 5 - Building section showing form of large
pollen-dispensing wind tunnel.
Diagram by author.

Citations/Sources
http://www.dezeen.com/2011/06/28/london-without-bees-by-ben-kirk/
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The Hive was conceived as a response to Milan Expo 2015’s theme, “Feeding the Planet:
Energy for Life”. Based on the behavioral ﬂight patterns of the bee, the project guides visitors
through a series of landscapes, through an orchard, a wildﬂower ﬁeld, and ﬁnall the hive itself, a
14m sculptural frame that uses pulsating audio and visual effects to simulate the activity remotely
from a real beehive in Nottingham, England. The pavilion’s goal is to highlight the importance of
the honeybee and promote awareness and conservation efforts in the UK and abroad. After the
expo, the project was reassembled in Kew Gardens in Hackney, London, which is also the site of
Ben Kirk’s pollination tower proposal.
The Hive is mainly based on promoting awareness and exploring form rather than
having a direct ecological role. Even so, the layered honeycomb structures are inefficient and
dishonest in that they provide more enclosure, with connecting steel elements providing the
structure on a more industrial style grid. It contrasts the idea of material ecology as The Hive
is industrial in assembly. The project succeeds, however, in utilizing the natural behaviors and
engineering of honeybees in a man-made structure.
More than anything, the Hive represents the industrial nature of bees, in both the
construction of their hives and their roles as pollinators. In that sense, taking a quite literal
interpretation of their industrious spirit in the hive in contrast to the highly organic inﬁll of the
site around it is a potentially successful interpretation.

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - This diagram extracts the path of the
bee, in the darkest gray, from the orchard to
the wildﬂower ﬁeld to the hive, represented
as the lightest through the darkest shades,
respectively.
Diagram by author.
Fig 2 - The Hive at its permanent location in
Kew Gardens, London. Permanent location is
adjacent to a pollinator garden.
Source: Wolfgang Buttress
Fig 3 - Diagram by architect
Source: Wolfgang Buttress
Fig 4 - Inside the interior of the Hive.
Source: Wolfgang Buttress

Citations/Sources
http://www.wolfgangbuttress.com/expo2015/
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Lateral Office investigates the relationship between water, agriculture, and population
growth in southwestern California along the watershed of the Salton Sea, an inland salt water
lake. Southern California is the most rapidly growing region of the country, and the Colorado
River Basin is the site of ambitious infrastructural interventions such as dams and aqueducts.
Lateral Office attempts to address the fragile ecosystems of the area and the complex system of
agriculture and tourism that is heavily reliant on the water systems of the region.
Salton Sea is the result of ﬂooding of the Colorado River and runoff from the Imperial
Valley, which is one of the largest agricultural production areas of the United States. Thus its
concentrations of agricultural toxins and natural salts are high, which threaten the vitality of the
area’s ecosystem and economics.
Water Economies attempts to create micro-interventions of soft infrastructure into a
regional system of agriculture. The three primary cities surrounding the sea are incorporated into
new ecologies of industry, wilderness, and recreation. The sea itself includes deployable pools
that maintain salinity levels, creating a series of different micro-habitats for organisms that need
certain levels of salinity to thrive, allowing for new industry and tourism to take effect as a result
of these created ecologies.
This project relates to this thesis in that it investigates the relationship between
agriculture and a key component of it - water. The pollination process is as vital to agriculture as
the process of pollination, so it is easy to see how this regional planning can be incorporated as a
way to address the needs of agriculture.

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - Agricultural area surrounding Salton
Sea, a one-way relationship in which water
is pumped from the sea, with a clear edge
boundary, vs. Lateral Office’s proposal, blurring
the edge conditions by carrying the formal
qualities of the agricultural landscape into the
sea.
Diagram by author.
Fig 2 - Aerial view of Salton Sea with
desalination pools incorporated
Fig 3 - Types of activities and relationship
between them
Fig 4 - Close up of micro-habitats including
desalination pools and recreation

Citations/Sources
1 - http://lateraloffice.com/ﬁlter/Regionalism/WATER-ECONOMIES-2009-10
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THESIS RELATIONSHIP:
Program elements are responsive to the need for environmental
interventions in a changing agricultural landscape. Both short and
long term solutions will be worked into the design in an economical
but ambitious way, as well as programs that support further research
and development into the problems at hand.
CURRENT NEEDS:
Controlled Apiary - 500 sf
Lab Space- 500 sf
Landscape - 2 acres per hive, limitless
Awareness/Beacon - 250 sf
Pollinator Health Research Facility - 5,000 sf
Biomimicry/Bioutilization Research Facility - 5,000 sf
Water Collection and storage
Energy Generation
FUTURE NEEDS:
Pollination Towers
Controlled Environment
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project speciﬁc

PROPOSED TIMELINE

|

drought in the far Midwest causes crop failures - dust bowl,
monocultures are one of many reasons to blame
1930s

DSGN5100

most agricultural land in US is cultivated
1890s

|

US Department of Agriculture forms, Homestead Act passed
1862
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commercial corn and wheat belts begin to develop
1850

|

invention of cotton gin revolutionizes industrial agriculture
1793

honeybees ﬁrst brought to the New World by Europeans
1622
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DSGN 5100
|

project returns fully to wild, becomes habitat for biodiversity
2200

|

acceptance of honeybee extinction, some honeybees exist in
controlled environments and labs for research and preservation
2100

unsustainable crops such as almonds
unable to be harvested any longer
2050
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framework becomes a system for artiﬁcial pollination
2100

project stabilizes bee populations in San Joaquin Valley
2026

2016

PROJECT PROPOSAL

colony collapse disorder ﬁrst recognized
2006

Environmental Quality Improvement Act
1970

|

bee population falls to 2 million hives
2010s

bee population is around 4.5 million hives
1940s
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Fig 1 - The apiary and sanctuary with honey
extraction facility.
Source: Jaklitsch & Gardner
Fig 2 - Entrance to with glimpse at meeting
spaces and pollinator courtyard.
Source: Jaklitsch & Gardner
Fig 3 - Ceremonial meeting room, as this
project is used as a community center as well
as an apiary.
Source: Jaklitsch & Gardner
Fig 1

TANZANIA ASALI & NYUKI SANCTUARY | JAKLITSCH & GARDNER | TANZANIA | 2018
10,000 sf

The Tanzania Beekeepers Asali & Nyuki Sanctuary is a link in the area’s growing focus
on sustainable agriculture. Noting the need for apiaries in sustainable food production practices,
Jaklitsch and Garnder include in their program a centralized facility for honey extraction, a public
market, and educational zones for local beekeepers and farmers. The sanctuary provides an ad
hoc community center through the formal and informal spaces it provides. It offers opportunity
for future expansion, as this proposal is only the ﬁrst in three phases. The project provides
opportunities for economic development in this village and fosters collaboration between many
facets of local life. The honey extraction warehouse itself is only about 1,000 sf., though the whole
project is around 10,000 sf, more with wild spaces for pollination.

Fig 2

Citations/Sources
http://jaklitschgardner.com/projects/6/50-tanzania-bekeepers-asali--nyuki-sanctuary/
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Fig 1 - Seed bank in harsh landscape
Fig 2 - Entrance to seed bank vault.

Fig 4

NOTTINGHAM APIARY | ANA MOLDAVSKY, AMELIA EIRIKSSON | NOTTINGHAM, UK | 2011
The Nottingham Apiary, by students at
the Nottingham University, is a study in
sustainability and humans’ eﬀects on the
environment and their landscape. It brings a
sustainable program into a derelict warehouse
structure, oﬀering a juxtaposition of natural
growth processes and the decay of built
structures. It brings attention to the direct
causation of human development on nature,
including our processes of monocultural farming
and unnatural food production. The project makes
beekeeping an industrial activity. The designers
address the technology required in designing for
manufacturing, instead opting for a more primitive
design to reinstate the relationship between man
and nature.
Citations/Sources
http://www.expandedenvironment.org/
interview-nottingham-apiary-team/
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Fig 1 - 3 - Tanzania Asali & Nyuki Sanctuary
Source: Jaklitsch & Gardner website
Fig 4 - 5 - Nottingham Apiary design
Source: http://www.expandedenvironment.
org/interview-nottingham-apiary-team/

Fig 1

DEFENSIVE ARCHITECTURE | NICHOLAS SZCZEPANIAK | ESSEX, UK | 2009
This student thesis won the SOM Medal in 2009 for the RIBA President’s Medals. The
project is intended to expose the dangers of climate change, highlighting the drastic steps humans
need to take to combat it. The project envisions a set of defense towers, that operate as a series
of symbiotic relationships. Held in the towers are large deposits of objects and books, containing
remnants of human knowledge, while a watchtower at the top allows the landscape to be surveyed.
The current site has salt marshes that often warn of environmental abnormalities, but rising sea
levels have degraded the landscape. This proposal allows for sand to be collected at the base of each
tower to form a spit across the mouth of the estuary, providing a new method of coastal defense by
absorbing wave energy. Szczepaniak designed a system of intensely fragile circumstances whose
change is dependent on environmental adaptation. Elements with the tower, such as the steam
producing facade and the fabric like building components, allow for warning of intense climatic
conditions. The thesis attempts to mitigate the issues of unsustainable human development with the
consequences of climate change, acknowledging that change is inevitable, and development must
curve to complement it.

Fig 2
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Fig 1 - shows tower in context of decrepit
nature.
Source: Evolo
Fig 2 - Diagram showing programmatic
elements. Darkest yellow is forest, medium
is agricultural typologies and future areas for
residences, lightest yellow is a public vertical
park.
Diagram by author.
Fig 3 - Plan in context.
Source: Evolo

Fig 1

RETURN TO NATURE SKYSCRAPER | NATHAKIT SAE-TAN | BANGKOK, THAILAND | 2016
This conceptual skyscraper is set in an imaginary future in which the resources of nature
have been used to excess by man. These skyscrapers would be spread within cities to allow nature to
reclaim itself, in a way in which man relearns how to cope with nature in a sustainable way, allowing
a new symbiosis between society and ecology. The program of the building is both agricultural and
residential. The skyscraper is designed with nature as the primary user, and humans as the parasites
that live off of it.

Citations/Sources
http://www.evolo.us/competition/return-to-nature-skyscraper/#more-35067
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ORQUIDEORAMA | PLAN B | MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA | 2008

Fig 1 - Section of one of the “trees”.
Image source: Architizer

This botanical garden in Medellin, Colombia, bases itself on the hexagonal geometry
to offer a cellular and easily expandable building system that can grow and ﬂex with time and
use. Organic and structural forces are combined in this botanical garden to create a seamless
transition between nature and industry.
Orquideorama loosely translates as space for orchids. The project hinges on the
relationship between architecture and living organisms, striving to accept that both can create
something more than the sum of its parts. Nature should allow architecture to be conceived of
as an environmental organization that is related to the complex processes of life. The geometry
of the project allows a single module to be replicated indeﬁnitely, like cells in an organism. It’s
construction can become related to its growth, evolution, and need to adapt. The metaphor and
interpretation of the organic helps to bring this project to fruition.
Each garden is conceived of as a “ﬂower-tree” combination. Plants at the base of
each “trunk” deﬁne different ecosystems and environmental relationships. Some operate as
habitats for birds and bats, often pollinators, though to a lesser degree than bees. This integrates
biodiversity across different organisms in the system. The “building” is conceived of as a sort of
ﬁeld condition of a framework of clustered gardens, allowing for natural and human activities to
coexist side by side.

Fig 2 - Open congregating space of the Medellin Botanical Garden.
Image source: Architizer
Fig 3 - Diagrammatic planning by architect
Image source: Architizer
Fig 4 - Habitat/Zones of the structure
Diagram by author, underlay from Architizer

Citations
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LOWLINE LAB | RAAD STUDIO | NEW YORK, NY | 2015
A cutting edge response to the critically acclaimed High Line Park on New York’s West
Side, the Lowline is a park that is in development in an abandoned trolley terminal below the
Lower East Side’s Delancey Street. Projected to open in 2020, the innovative park’s creators are
testing and reﬁning their concepts and technology in the Lowline Lab in an effort to prove the
viability of an underground green space and make us question our perception of the relationship
between natural and artiﬁcial elements.
The Lab is a collection of wooden terracing, a metal canopy, and live plants in soil that
together represent about 5 percent of the proposed size of the Lowline. Designers are currently
testing out the plants’ reaction to the harsh New York winters. Tubes that resemble ﬂuorescent
lighting are actually a system of mirrors and polycarbonate tubing that bring sunlight deep into
the Lab’s center, creating a natural environment within an artiﬁcial space. A specially designed
system of sunlight receivers and concentrators react to the sun’s positioning and strength to
harness its light, then a series of reﬂectors and lenses work together to disperse light across the
artiﬁcial landscape below. A hexagonal metal canopy is both adaptable to direct sunlight and to
hide the technology above it from the park’s visitors.
Some plants in the Lowline Lab are edible, such as pineapples, mint, thyme, and
strawberry, with sixty plant species in total, including edible mushrooms. The lead designer,
James Ramsey, hopes to channel this crop production as an integral part of the park, offering
a chance for local students to study this unique food system. Ramsey also hopes animals and
insects will populate the park, creating a relatively self-sustaining ecosystem as natural green
spaces do.

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - Proxy bees
Fig 2 - Showing the central space of the Lowline Lab and the metal light dispersing canopy.
Image Source: Bloomberg/John Taggart
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/photo-essays/2015-10-13/inside-the-lowline-newyork-city-s-ﬁrst-underground-park
Fig 3 - Solar concentrators and receivers.
Source: http://architizer.com/projects/thelowline-lab/
Fig 4 - A pineapple growing in the Lowline Lab
Image Source: Bloomberg/John Taggart
Fig 5 - Showing the solar concentrators and
receivers that allow the Lowline to grow plants
using natural sunlight.
Diagram by author.

Citations/Sources
1 - http://architizer.com/projects/the-lowline-lab/
2 - http://www.bloomberg.com/news/photo-essays/2015-10-13/inside-the-lowlinenew-york-city-s-ﬁrst-underground-park
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Fig 1 - Closeup of artiﬁcial pollinator for
garden use.
Image Source: Ben Kirk
Fig 2 - View into wind tunnel.
Image Source: Ben Kirk
Fig 1

LONDON WITHOUT BEES | BEN KIRK | LONDON, UK | 2011
Again, where this project succeeds is its newly deﬁned program, a pollination tower, as
a new typology to address an immediate environmental need. Kirk’s proposal includes a research
center, pollen processing spaces, and a magniﬁcent lobby where one can watch the process of
pollination taking place. He also incorporates recycling centers into the proposal, and utilizes the
giant wind tunnel needed to disperse the pollen as a wind harvester and energy generator.

Citations/Sources
https://www.dezeen.com/2011/06/28/london-without-bees-by-ben-kirk/
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Fig 1 - Relationship between park and
Academy
Image Source: Archdaily
Fig 2 - Interior of controlled environment.
Image Source: Archdaily
Fig 3 - Sketch by Renzo Piano
Image Source: Archdaily

Fig 1

CA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES | RENZO PIANO | SAN FRANCISCO | 2008
The California Academy of Sciences, in San Francisco’s Golden Gate park, combines
exhibition space, research, education, and conservation in one building, under a roof that acts as a
raised ground plane of the park itself. The varied shapes of different programmatic elements are
visible through the form of the room, which has 1.7 million indigenous plants in beds made of
biodegradable containers from coconut ﬁbers. Skylights are automated to open and close in the
two large domes, which cover the planetarium and the rain forest exhibit, which includes nonnative plants in a semi-controlled environment.

Citations/Sources
http://www.archdaily.com/6810/california-academy-of-sciences-renzo-piano
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Fig 1. Mapping system showing the overlap of
wells, property lines, geographical deviations,
circle pivot irrigation, topography, and railway
networks.
image from http://atlasofplaces.com/Cultivating-the-Map-Danny-Wills
Fig 2. Analysis of Fisk maps of the Mississippi River showing the natural evolution of
resource networks in agriculture.
image from http://atlasofplaces.com/Cultivating-the-Map-Danny-Wills

CULTIVATING THE MAP | DANNY WILLS | COOPER UNION | 2011
An exploration into the way in which we leave traces on the earth, Cooper Union student
Danny Wills constructs a series of analytical maps, diagrams, and patent drawings derived
from tools and inscriptions the agricultural system has left on the landsape. The maps act as a
deconstruction of these systems, and uses the map as a generative tool to propose new solutions
for increasing the agricultural system’s fertility. It becomes a predictive organization of the
landscape with the design of new tools that manage the natural resources of agriculutral areas.
The project focuses mainly on the Great Plains, and focuses on systems such as the Mississippi
River, the Ogallala Aquifer, and the railroad networks that carry grains across the country. Each
new tool proposes a new usage of established typologies, revealing the landscape’s potential in a
new era of agriculture.
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Fig 1 - Analysis of wind patterns, form, and
implications of the disperal units.
Image Source: http://atlasofplaces.com/ﬁlter/
Academic/Remediated-Landscape-John-Cook
Fig 2 - Image showing disperal units across
landscape.
http://atlasofplaces.com/ﬁlter/Academic/
Remediated-Landscape-John-Cook

Fig 1

REMEDIATED LANDSCAPES | JOHN COOK | WESTMINSTER | 2013
This project aims to tackle the environmental issues related to fracking by utilizing
bioremediating species, dispersing them passively across the landscape through tall wind towers.
It involves a series of maps addressing the issues of the industry as well as analysis into the form
and function of the wind towers to ensure that they would truly function in the landscape. Beyond
immediate use, the heads used to disperse the land can transition into sealed containers to house
toxic waste related to fracking.

Citations/Sources
http://atlasofplaces.com/ﬁlter/Academic/
Remediated-Landscape-John-Cook
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Fig 1 - Valley towers in the landscape.
Fig 2 - Plan conﬁguration of tower circles.
Fig 3 - Program breakdown of individual
towers.
diagram by author
underlay by Morris and Canizares

Fig 1

VALLEY OF GIANTS | ERIC RANDALL MORRIS | ALGERIA | 2016
This ﬁnalist in the Evolo Skyscraper Competition 2016 involves a series of conceptual
towers meant to change the desert of northern Algeria into an oasis. They aim to provide
solutions to desertiﬁcation and the need for refugee housing. Instead of providing the contingency
plan, these towers are the catalyst for regional change. Rather than ﬁrst provide the settlements,
the architecture seeks to ﬁrst change the ecosystem around it by housing plant spores, producing
and collecting water, and pollinating the surrounding landscape. Each tower is a 1 km tall cylinder
performing a series of related functions, and a network of underground pipes connect a series
of pools and wells. Eventually the landscape will become a lush oasis in the middle of the desert,
forever changing the landscape, giving way to a series of permanent and temporary settlements,
as well as changing the entire narrative, history, and vitality of the place.

Citations/Sources
1 - http://www.evolo.us/competition/thevalley-of-giants/
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS

WATER CAPTURE
Water brought through pipes to underground
storage tank.
WATER PURIFICATION
TREATMENT

GREENHOUSE MODULE
Indigenous plant farming produces vegetation for
food and biodiversity preservation.
SPORE EXTRACTION SYSTEM
Spores, pollen, and seeds extracted and released
through air pumps to populate landscape.
ANIMAL HABITAT
Bird feed kept in exterior skin to assist with
natural pollination.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Energy production from PV cell system collected
and stored for future use in surrounding villages.

MANAGEMENT
Infrastructural management system dealt with by
supercomputers and servers.
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Pipe network distributes energy and water
throughout the valley.
STORAGE
Well provides storage for puriﬁed water.

Fig 3
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ANTHOPHILATORIO | E. CANCINO & A. PEREZ | PIRQUE, CHILE | 2010
This simple structure accommodates the work involved in beekeeping as it relates to
agricultural locations, in this case an orchard. The structure is able to be added onto without
losing the quality of the original, manifesting itself in a biomimicry inspired hexagonal plan.
Bees have the ability to regulate the temperature of their hives at 35 degrees Celsius,
offering opportunities to use the hives as a means of thermo-energy1. Bee’s vibration, commonly
known as buzzing, emits a small amount of energy as heat that when multiplied by the
thousands per hive, creates the regulated temperature2. Specially designed caps function as heat
accumulators and a convection system is use to heat the structure. The structure itself shields
the hives from rain and snow and the hives provide a heat system to the structure - a symbiotic
relationship that strengthens the potential of both. During warmer weather, hatches are opened
to allow cross ventilation to avoid overheating of the hives.
The building is capped with ﬂowers that the designer claims allows the bees to
obtain their nectar they need to thrive, but frankly that is an empty gesture to sell the design as
“autonomous” , as the amount of ﬂowers necessary to feed that amount of bees is enormous.
However, the adjacent orchard is sufficient for this role. In theory this relationship is symbiotic
and self-sustaining.

ADVISOR CORDULA ROSER-GRAY

Fig 1 - Diagram depicting the theoretical
self-sustaining system of the project.
Diagram by author.
Fig 2 - Precedent image of the use of bees’ self
regulatory heating processes.
Source: Expanded Environment
Fig 3 - Anthophilatorio and surrounding
orchard
Source: Archdaily
Fig 4 - Interior hexagonal structure
Source: Archdaily
Fig 5 - Close up view
Source: Archdaily
Fig 6 - Elevation and scale
Source: Archdaily

Fig 2

Citations/Sources
1 - http://www.archdaily.com/92483/anthophilatorio-eduardo-cancino-alejandra-perez
2 - https://asknature.org/strategy/vibration-creates-heat/#.WA-m1JMrLBI
http://www.expandedenvironment.org/
feralcity/
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HOLLAND PAVILION | MVRDV | EXPO - HANOVER, GERMANY | 2000
Originally designed as a series of ecosystems to reﬂect the Netherlands’ history and
ability of manipulating the environment to suit its needs, the Dutch pavilion was one of the
only at the 2000 Hanover Expo to focus on the symbiotic relationships between technology and
ecosystems, rather than nostalgic view of pastoral scenes. The vertical tower operates as an
extension of nature and functions as a laboratory for this relationship to develop.
While considered a Utopian vision of the relationship between industry and nature, the
Holland pavilion has degraded over time, remaining a shell of its original intent due to lack of
maintenance. Most pavilions were removed from the Expo site, but the Holland Pavilion remained,
almost as a symbol of environmental degradation. Thousands of birds began to live in the
structure, nesting in the trees on each ecosystem level as well as in the ﬂoors. Vandals and partyseekers began to use the building for illegal activity, leaving behind garbage and footprints. The
Utopian paradise became, over time, a dystopian park, for both people and animals. Eventually the
building will become more integrated into nature, as seeds embed themselves in the soil ﬂoors
and new growth takes form.

Fig 1. Dutch pavilion during the Expo
image from https://www.mvrdv.nl/projects/
expo
Fig 2. Dutch pavilion in 2010
image from ﬂickr.com/telefunker
Fig 3. Diagram showing building as a
controlled environment as it was built vs. an
integrated environment as it stands now.
Saplings have taken hold, birds have made
nests and inhabit the structure, and the ground
plane becomes integrated into the surrounding
environment.
diagram by author

Citations/Sources
https://www.mvrdv.nl/projects/expo
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CONDITIONS FOR SITE CONSIDERATION:
Must be in an area in which bee populations are dwindling
Must be located within an area of 25 sq. miles of mono-cultural
production
Must be within 15 miles of a city center of 150,000 residents or
more
Must be within 5 miles of a city center of 70,000 residents or more
Must be in an area of developing agricultural production
Must be within 1 mile of a sustainable water source
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SITE SELECTION
When selecting a site, it was important to consider the environmental conditions that
dictate this new typological intervention. The site would be a regional location, as a regional
planning initiative is part of the program. It must be a predominantly agricultural area, but with
relatively large cities and an increasing population. Additionally, it must rely in a largely monocultural
production area. The American Midwest stuck out as a leader in monocultural agriculture, but
when one considers the types of crops most reliant on pollination provided by bees, fruits and
vegetables, California’s Central Valley revealed itself as perhaps the place in North America that will
likely be hit hardest by bee population decline. The area is experiencing large population growth,
is predominantly agricultural, and has many problems associated with infrastructure and drought,
offering opportunities to provide framework for future expansion and environmental infrastructure
renewal.

Fig 1
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Fig 1 - Dead almond trees in Central California,
partially because of bee population decline as
well as the effects of drought.
Image Source: Randi Lynn Beach
Fig 2 - Wild bee abundance in the United
States, yellow signiﬁes larger than usual
declines in populations.
Source: University of Vermont
Fig 3 - Crop variety among United States. Note
that high agricultural areas correlate to high
rates of colony collapse disorder. Higher saturations indicate a prevalence of monocultures.
red: soybeans
green: wheat
brown: fruits and vegetables
blue/purple: cotton
Source: William Rankin
https://dabrownstein.com/tag/william-rankin/

Fig 2

Fig 4 - Central Valley in California, showing
internal and nearby cities and their relative
sizes.
Source: Google Maps
Fig 3

Fig 4
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SITE SELECTION: SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
The ﬁnal proposal for this thesis will include a regional plan for pollination
interventions in Central Valley. However, an even narrower area must be taken into
consideration to provide an easily replicate infrastructural system.
The Central Valley in California is one of the most productive agricultural regions in
the world. It covers the geographic center of California, and is about 60 miles across by 450
miles long, and produces over half of the fruits, vegetables, and nuts grown in the United
States, or the crops most dependent on pollination. The valley is home to several mid-sized
cities, including Sacramento, Stockton, Fresno, and Bakersﬁeld.
Central California, and San Joaquin Valley in particular, is home to more than 6,500
almond farms, largely with thousands of acres only producing the crop. This region accounts
for between 50-80 percent of the almonds in the entire world. Almonds are one of the
foods most dependent on pollination provided by honeybees. Though it is obviously possible
to live without them, almond farms in California offer a unique opportunity to investigate
a new type of infrastructure that deals with the needs of pollination in agriculture. The
industry is almost completely reliant on honeybee pollination, requiring 1.4 million bee
colonies according to the USDA (CITE COURCE). Currently, large trucks of honeybees travel
to California from states like Florida to pollinate almond trees and other crops during their
blooming period, before traveling to other locations such as Oregon and Washington to
pollinate crops that bloom later in the season. Over 1,500 beekeepers make the trip each
year, bringing with them billions of bees. California’s almond industry utilizes almost 60%
of the nation’s domesticated bee hives. (Philpott/The Atlantic) This migratory event is the
largest controlled pollination in the world.
Colony collapse disorder calls into question the dependability of these resources.
In 2014, many bees in this migratory pollination chain died of exposure to pesticides.
Though bees get nutrition from different types of plants in two or three week intervals, the
use of pesticides, mites, and the stress of travel affects these hives. Local beekeepers often
fall prey to the same factors, as well as the mono-cultural production industry in Central
Valley. The two industries of beekeeping and almond production are in theory mutually
beneﬁcial, but the way both are managed means they are entwined in an unsustainable
symbiotic relationship that may eventually cause both to die out.
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Fig 1. Central Valley Geography and major
cities.
Diagram by Author, Underlay by Google Earth
Fig 2. Almond production by acreage per
county in California as of 2014. Lightest shade
of yellow denotes 10-10,000 acres, the next
darkest shade denotes 10-50,000 acres, the
darkest denotes more than 50,000 acres.
Diagram by Author, Information from
Sacramento Bee
Fig 3. Density of almond ﬁelds, speciﬁcally in
San Joaquin Valley, which is the southern half
of Central Valley (south of Sacramento)
Diagram by Author
Information from US Department of Agriculture
http://agriculturalmapping.blogspot.
com/2014/05/the-drought-of-2014-isdestroying.html
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SITE: MODESTO, CALIFORNIA
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pop 70,365

TURLOCK

pop.204,933

MODESTO

SAN JOAQUIN
WILDLIFE REFUGE

pop.71,948

MANTECA

DIABLO RANGE

diagram highlighting agricultural space surrounding Modesto, predominantly almond ﬁelds
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rough massing of tower conﬁguration within a typical almond ﬁeld.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
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+ FINAL PRESENTATION
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+ CENTRAL VALLEY RESOURCE NETWORKS
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CHICO

migratory beekeeping

langstroth hive

hopper device

pollination drones
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horizontal wind turbine
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arabic ventilation
tower

traditional wind turbine
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+ CONNECTION TO RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES; ESTABLISHED TECHNOLOGIES
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Modesto Reservoir

EXISTING WELLS OR WATER TOWERS

WATER BODIES/INFRASTRUCTURE

PROPOSED POLLINATION TOWER SITES

PROPERTY LINES

PROPOSED INJECTION SITES

ALMOND ORCHARDS

RESEARCH CENTER

APPROXIMATE SUBSIDENCE AREA

+ PAULSELL QUADRANGLE MARKINGS & INTERVENTIONS
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+ 83.0'

|

ROOF DECK

+ 235.0'

wind intake
pollen dispersal

WIND TOWER

+ 255.0'

KEVIN ATKINSON

majority of water
injected for deep time
storage

DEEP AQUIFER ACCESS

-500.0' - 3000.0'

|

some water injected for
longer term storage

DSGN 5100

GROUNDWATER LEVEL

-43.3'

injection well & pump
wind dispersal
stair access
machinery storage
water truck filling

|

ENTRY & PUMPING

ANTHROPOCENIC LANDSCAPES

+ 0.0'

controlled environment
lab modules
water storage
turbine/generator access

RESEARCH DECK

|

+ 22.0'

observation deck
pollen loading
turbine gate

MAINTENANCE LEVEL

+ 72.0'

water filters into
pipes leading to
injection tower

FOG COLLECTION
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PRESSURE
form of the building
allows pressure buildup
and increase in wind
velocity at peak

BALANCE
weight of the lower
portion of the
mechanism ensures that
the device is able to
fertilize a blossom

CONNECTION

COLLECTION

steel arms bolted to
structural members tie the
fog collection system to
the exoskeleton

a structural gutter
directs water into pipes
for storage & injection

FORM AS MECHANISM

ATTACHMENT SYSTEM
SIGHT

AGGREGATION

MAINTENANCE
SIGHT

FORM
made of biodegradable
cotton fibers, the
mechanism head catches
slight breezes and
can travel dozens
of miles

MAINTENANCE
SIGHT
RESEARCH

FERTILIZE
h

the cotton tip allows
pollen to attach;
when broken down by
microorganisms the
mechanism releases
nutrients to
regenerate soils

NODES

WOVEN MESH

structural nodes prevent
the mesh from tearing in
high winds

small pores in a stainless
steel mesh allow for
optimized fog collection

STAIR AS MECHANISM OF EXPERIENCE

FOG COLLECTION
MICROSYSTEM

ARTIFICIAL POLLINATION
MECHANISM

TWIST
tower rotates fifteen
degrees to accommodate
tree grid and optimal
wind patterns

MODULARITY
stackable modules can be
pre-fabricated offsite
14' x 22'

RESEARCH CLUSTER
GRID TRANSLATION

TRIANGULATION

the surface of the facade
as a grid based on
efficiency; the almond
grid below based on its
own method of efficiency

triangular superstructure
allows for sturdy mesh
with the least amount
of material

CLIMATE CONTROL
FOG COLLECTION
MACROSYSTEM

AIR LOCK /
EQUIPMENT ROOM
air lock ensures integrity
of synthetic environment

20 degrees celsius

PLAN

50% relative humidity
14 hours of light/day

storage for beekeeping
suits, smokers, etc.

CROWN BLOCK

AIRBORNE

large area used to house
pulley system for
travelling block and drill

pollen mechanisms can
travel up to 15 miles

becomes an observation
tower & beacon

INTAKE

opportunity for
paragliding, bungee
jumping, etc depending
on particular site
conditions

height of tower takes
advantage of higher
winds at 255'

DERRICK
framework to hold drilling
machinery becomes
framework for circulation
and stabilizes wind tower

POLLEN STORAGE
pollen collected regularly
from most successful
plants to cross pollinate
and biologically engineer
more productive almond
trees

PRESSURE
cooler air at higher
elevations creates a
pressure differential
forcing warm air out
the opposite end

SYNTHETIC SPRINGTIME

POLLEN DISPERSAL
activated
early feb - mid march
chamber closed to allow
vertical air flow

VENTURI
wind velocity
increases due to venturi effect

TURBINE
activated late
march - mid jan.

INJECTION

ENGINE HOUSE

once drilled to proper
depth based on site,
water can recharge either
groundwater or deeper
aquifer

raised platform housing
engine, draw works,
and fuel tanks can be
repurposed for pre-fab
lab modules, synthetic
environment, and
water tanks

wind returns to
environment

WIND TOWER
pollination, energy generation

AGGREGATION ONE - MECHANISMS
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INFRASTRUCTURE AS
ARCHITECTURE

AGGREGATION TWO - MECHANISMS

OFFICE & LAB

AGGREGATION THREE - MECHANISMS
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AGGREGATION ONE - TOWER

AGGREGATION TWO - TOWER

AGGREGATION THREE - TOWER

+ pollination tower & wind turbine

+ water harvesting,
injection, & irrigation

+ agro-research station & seed/pollen storage

+ freestanding within almond fields w/ regards
to access

+ new construction or repurpose of
existing wells

+ connected to electrical grid

+ visited by researchers biweekly
+ visited by sightseers weekly

young almond orchards

paulsell quadrangle
agricultural research center

modesto main canal

modesto reservoir

d & b almond growers

+ visited by maintenance workers and
sightseers

+ visited only by maintenance workers

+ always connected to existing farm
infrastructure
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+ WATER TANKS
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+ RESEARCH CORRIDOR
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+ VIEW UP TOWER
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